
Top Tips – Lloyds Meadow 

 

Hello Everyone. 

 

Well here go all my secrets then. Ha. I know what secrets. 

 

I fished two lines at Lloyds Meadow. The main line was against the island 

fishing with 4mm expander pellet on a 16 wide gape hook under a 4x10 float 

shotted with a bulk of 3 No 10s at  2 thirds depth. Used 0.14 mainline and 

black hydro. Feeding is done using a kinder pot filled with a small amount of 

groundbait and a few pellets. Be careful not to get carried away feeding all the 

time, try to match it with the number of bites you get. A good trick to get bites 

is to slowly lift the rig just a few inches and let it settle again, sometimes the 

float will carry on downwards. To strike just lift the pole, try not to strike to 

hard because if you miss a bite you might strike the pellet off. Which means 

shipping in and re-baiting which equals less time actually fishing. A short line 

between pole tip and float helps to hit the bites as well. 

 

Anyway the second line was fished at about 7 metres using paste. For this 

swim when you plumb up you want to look for area where the bottom levels 

out from the near self. At this point natural food will collect there and be a 

place where feeding fish will patrol. For this line I fed pellets and a few pieces 

of paste. As the swim is relatively close in it can be fed by hand. You don't 

need handfuls, just remember to keep some going in during the match 

regularly to hold the fish. To get the best results fish this swim in short bursts. 

If the fish are there you should get a bite quickly. If not after 10 mins go back 

to fishing somewhere else. This also helps rest your other swims. Right onto 

tackle. The main thing is that the float needs a long tip as you get many 

knocks and line bites when fishing paste, only strike when the float goes 

completely under. Now for the tricky bit. I shot the float with a bulk about a 

foot from the hook, but not enough weight to completely cock it when you 

plumb the depth set the float so that only part of the brisle is showing. 

Therefore when you put the paste on the hook the weight of the bait cocks the 

float perfectly. This way when the paste comes off the float will rise up so you 

know when you have no bait on. It is important that you keep the rig still to 

avoid the bait coming off. 

 

I know this is a bit of a long reply, yawn. But that is how I beat Ian off the 



next peg. Which must be worth a couple of smiley faces    

 

Anyway any more questions just ask. A lot of things are better explained on 

the bank or in the pub. 

 

Tight Lines. 
 


